Multistakeholder collaboration is now a well-established mechanism for creating sustainability standards, principles and certification systems. Projects aimed at products include efforts led by the Forest Stewardship Council, Marine Stewardship Council, Rainforest Alliance, and Fairtrade Labeling Organizations, all of which aim to transform their respective markets. Underscoring standards proliferation, the WBCSD reported nearly 60 approaches forest products sustainability. This fragmented approach was exactly what Walmart faced in its own search to define sustainable products. This search led to a lead gift to establish The Sustainability Consortium (TSC) whose mission was to develop a collaborative, comprehensive, science-based measurement and reporting system for product sustainability. This PDW builds upon four successful 2009-2012 AOM Cross Sector Partnership PDWs that explored sustainability, BoP markets, and innovation, and will provide a dynamic interaction between academics and practitioners interested in cross sector partnerships whose goals are global product sustainability standards. Representatives from TSC membership, including University of Arkansas, Walmart, and Environmental Defense Fund will present the case of the consortium’s initial three years of institution building. Academics with expertise in cross sector partnership research will engage with the issues presented from their various perspectives. Together, all participants will explore and seek to further develop and/or to challenge extant explanatory frameworks for successful collaborative cross-sector partnering for, in the extant case, non-state governance systems. The goal of the PDW is through this interaction to build on alliance theory in a generative way such that future research or practice projects may emerge.
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